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27 Receive FinalMeeting Ends at 7:35 p.m.
Honorary Student Council Appropriates
Awards

$1500 for Honors Convocation

Certificates were given yesterfessor Eichhorn’s presenta- day to 27 SJS students selected
of the series of
NUS the last
for the annual Who’s Who Among
Student Council held its final
nesday book talks presented
Students in United States Univer- meeting of the semester yesterday
Li
Faculty
the
by
semester
In a session that began at 2:30
sities and Colleges.
committee.
p.m. in rooms A and B of the cafVice Pres. William J. Dusel preIowan feels Stalin "la to a
eteria and ended at 7:35 p.m. in
to- sented the awards at a Student
extent responsible
the College Union.
for
her with other factors
Council meeting.
After the presentation of
, rolhipse of the 15’elniiir ReReceiving certificates were: Su- "Who’s Who" awards by Dr. WilIn iiennany and the rise
liam J. Dusel, vice president of
Hitler," the history professor zanne Barton of Riverside; Ronald
the college, the council approved a
Birchard, San Leandro; Dennis
motion to appropriate $1500 to
the
that
fact
the
Chambers, Pacific Palisades; Jud- underwrite an SJS honors
.oanan cites
con,,asscontrolled German Corn- son Clark, San Leandro; Edythe vocation.
moderate
the
sin attacked
Cooper, San Leandro; Brent Davis,
As Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor
Democrats and often voted
.
Karachi, Pakistan; Bernard Deasy, of business, explained to the coun30s,
early
the
in
, the Nazis
San Mateo; Rodney Diridon Duns- cil, the convocation, tentatively
aiding the Nazi power grab
muir; Susan Doll, Mill Valley; scheduled for May 24, would be
Ronald Gerevas, Fairfield; Barney "something that the entire stu,Iler’s rise to power was not Goldstein, Gardena; Linda Hardin, dent body would benefit."
:ether detrimental to the long- Turlock; William Hauck, BurlinOnly students who maintain a
objectives of the Soviets
game; Patricia Hayes, Fremont;
3.5 GPA for two consecutive sethe Nazi’s ambitions were
Dale Heisinger, Stockton; Linda mesters would be eligible, he said.
to weaken Europe as a
Student Council also approved
Howe, Woodside; Linda Lucas,
de, Kerman suggests.
Lodi; Bemiece Mangseth, Los Al- the appointment of Jay Thorwald-Kerman demolishes the theory
tos; Sharon Meserve, Santa Clara; son, current Spartan Daily editor,
that the West drove the Russians Mary New, Palo Alto; Gary Ohm. as editor of Lyke magazine for
Profesof
Hitler,"
arms
into the
pia, San Leandro; John Olsen, San next semester.
sor Eichhorn continued. "He sugIt also heard letters sent by the
Jose; Nancy Reesink, Castro Valan
alconsidered
Stalin
gests that
ley; Patricia Ross, Palo Alto; Ri- Spartan Daily staff and by Jerry
1937
as
early
as
Hitler
liance with
cardo Trimillos, Santa Clara; Car- Carroll, current Daily news editor
-more than a year before the
ole Warren, San Jose; Gary Wood, which Bill Hauck, Student Council
;wt."
Nazi-Soviet
chairman, read.
Los Altos.
Tlw evidence offered by KenIn the former, the staff proThe
students
were
chosen
on
nan is that Stalin purged the
tested the overruling of its prebasis
of
campus
leadership,
scholRussian military leaders in 1937,
ferential vote and said it would
arship, diversity of participation in
the history professor said. Stalin
seek procedural changes in the
activities,
campus
outstanding
have halted the purges
selection of the Spartan Daily
or
character
and
upper
division
ad built up the strength and
editor.
graduate standing. The original
merale of the army if he had
The letter, however, said the
by
departnominations
were
made
heen planning to resist littler,
staff would accept the decision.
advisand
ment heads, presidents
,he said.
In the latter, the letter from
ers of campus organizations.
Kermatu claims that Soviet sues in diplomacy "has little to do
sith Marxism." Professor Etch (wt said. She said he credits it
to mistakes in Western diplomacy
IA the effect of the first world

They were selected by a committee composed of: Miss Janet Douglas, associate dean of students (activities); Robert Martin, associate
dean of students; Sue Barton.
AWS president; Brent Davis, ASB
president; Linda Lucas, ASB recognition committee chairman;
Warren Fraleigh, associate professor of physical education.

The ambassador presents the
West as "ill-equipped" to oppose
a totalitarian threat
because
’,1,7roeracies are peculiarly vialIs’ to believing their own
Average GPA of the total group
andts" the professor said.
is 2.94. The women selected have
attained 3.15 and the men 2.74.

Rally Committee
Deadline Monday
Application deadline for rally
cothrnAtee chairman has been set
for 12 no., Monday, according
to Judy Goats. committee publicity
chairman. Applications may be
turned in at the college union.
livetviews will begin at 330 p.m.
of the same day.

Soph Meet Off
There ii ill be no sophomore
class meeting today, as previously scheduled. according to
Peter McGrath, class president.
The next meeting will he Feb.
22, with dINCINS11111 of the class
retreat as the main topic on the
agenda, he Said.

world wire
S. CONSIDERS RECOGNITION WITHDRAWAL
WASHINGTON (UPI)The United States is considering withdrawing recognition of the
Dominican Republic because of the take
oser there by a
military junta which has all the aspects of a new
dictatorship, American officials said yesterday. The disclosure folI.’wed a State Department announcement that establishment of the
Pjlta "obliges the U. S.
government to restudy its policies toward the
Dominican Republic."
RIGGEST TROOP AIRLIFT CONTINUES

Carroll, the council was rebuked
for making its selection on the
basis of a 15-minute interview and
not taking sufficient time in determining its choice.
In this connection, the attendance of council meetings was discussed in which members were
asked to improve their attendance

Cornish To Attack CDC
For ’Leftist Infiltration’ 1,
California Democratic clubs
(CDC) will come under attack
today when Donald Cornish, former member of the Santa Clara
county democratic central committee, speaks at 3:30 p.m. in cafeteria rooms A and B under the
sponsorship of Students Against
Communism.

By MICKEY 51INTON
"We subsidize farmers to keep
prices down, while you subsidize
farmers to keep prices up," jibed
British Randle Reid-Adam yesterday in a Morris Dailey auditorium lecture.
The British consul -general for
northern California and Nevada
told his listeners that currently
England is negotiating with the
nations making up the European
Common Market. He explained
that "this is no guarantee they will

John Gustafson, SAC member,
said Cornish will "reveal activities
of Joseph F. Lewis," who is expected to seek the Democratic
nomination for state senator.

SJS Facilities
To Be Discussed

DONALD CORNISH
... ’recapture party’
charges of leftist infiltration tit
the CDC.
"This speech will be based on
the directive issued by the communist party of California in 195,3
ordering members of the party to
re-register with the Democratic
party and infiltrate California
Democratic clubs," said Bob OLson,
SAC president.
Cornish is a critic of the 1960
CDC issues conference in Fresno
which passed resolutions urging
the admission of Red China to the
United Nations, abolishment of the
house committee on un-American
activities and reconsideration of
the case of Martin Sobel, now
serving a prison term for espionage.
The San Jose public relations
resolutions
called
these
man
"Communist inspired" in an interview yesterday.

join."
He listed Denmark, Holland.
Belgium, Luxembourg, West Germany, France and Italy as the
seven European countries that, are
now members of the Common Market. Total population in the seven
countries is 160 million.
The Treaty of Rome, signed in
1957, creating the Common Market, decided: 1) All distinct national tariffs were to be abolished
Cornish’s charges sparked a
in favor of common external tariffs; 2) On a common commercial fight in 1960 within the county
policy to negotiate as a unit with
other countries; and 31 a common
agricultural policy with no restrictions on capital, labor, investments, transportation, goods and
services from one country to an-

FRANKFURT, Germany (UPDThe biggest U. S. troop airlift
to Europe
since World War II swung into its second day yesterday
With four giant
transport planes arriving at Rhein -Main Air Base.
The flights were
part of Operation Long Thrust II, designed to test
other.
S. ability to reinforce
its Western European defenses with speed
Reid -Adam pointed out that the
and efficiency.
Common Market has "quite a bag
of tricks."
COLLEGE BILL OBTAINS PRIORITY
The speaker sketched the prob%.WASIIINGTON ILIP11- Congressional leaders yesterday hung lems that would he faced by Brit4 Priority label
on President Kennedy’s $2.7 billion college aid bill. ain if it entered into the Common
They saki its
chances of enactment were good. It was set for debate Market.
a the
Senate starting Jan. 20.
"England is primarily a market
for the exports of the other countries of the British common’STRONGMAN’ TO FIGHT CHARGES
wealth," he said. Presently, goods
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo (UPDStanleyville "stmngman"
enter more or less duty free. Their
Antoine. Gizenga,
who has been ousted as first vice premier of the economies are geared to this and
was reported yesterday enlisting legal aid from abroad to
,r
any change would seriously dis"g t secret charges
being filed against him by the central government. rupt the balance, he explained.
The British agricultural problem
NUCLEAR TEST BAN ABOUT FACE
is of concern, Reid -Adam stressed,
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The United States has made a sudden since England produces a small
:’!,out face in its
tactics on nuclear test ban negotiations. Until now, amount of its own food and must
S. and
British policy has been to oppose Russia’s demand that the Import a great deal.
r,1clear talks be
"If a tariff were placed on these
merged into 18-nation disarmament negotiations.
e Soviets have been asking for such a merger ever since President Imports, it would up food prices,"
’elinedY and Premier Nikita Khrushchev met in Vienna last spring. Reid -Adam indicated.

Democratic central committee and
he was censured by a 17-5 vote.

This will be a "little known
identification of Lewis from a
"Let’s
Recapture the Dem- 1959
state
legislative
report",
ocratic Party" will be the title of stated Gustafson.
Cornish’s talk.
Cornish will also discuss the
Cornish is expected to level move to "endorse a peace candi-,
date for U.S. senator at the CDC
k in F’r’sra
convention nest
he said.

Reid -Adam . . .

Common
Market
Discussed

and to observe proper procedure
in leaving meetings while they
were in session.
After returning from dinner, the
council reconvened at 5:45 p.m. in
the College Union where they considered mostly budgetary matters
before adjourning almost two
hours later.

Signups End
For Camp

San Jose State Pres. John T.
Wahlquist and other college officials will meet with members of
the city council and planning commission in the president’s conference room Jan. 22 at 10 a.m.
Closing Seventh st, future college expansion, street lighting in
the area and an adequate stadium
will be discussed at the meeting,
according to President Wahlquist
The city officials will attend a
luncheon in the cafeteria following
the conference.

%,,d,
HIGH SPIRITED Susannah, Yvonne Tomasena, is comforted by
her brother Sam Polk portrayed by James Paris in a scene from
"Susannah" to be presented by the Music department’s opera
workshop tonight, tomorrow and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert hall.

Victim of Gossip

’Susannah’ Set
For 8:15 Debut
By LINDA AXENTY
Drama and challenging music
face the cast of "Susannah," Opera Workshop production, which
opens tonight at 8:15 in Concert
Hall.

a gala opening night. A section
of reserved seats is on sale for
$1.25, with funds going for the
furtherance of the guild’s work
with a goal of establishing a music scholarship.

When Dr. Thinning saw the posBy Carlisle Floyd. "Susannah"
is an opera which director Dr. sibilities of casting the roles in
Edwin C. Dunning has eyed for "Susannah," he saw his chance
three years as a possible Work- of producing the opera on campus.
The role of Susannah Polk, deshop production.
Set in a rural American theme. scribed by Dr. Dunning as one
"Susannah" will continue its run of the most difficult soprano roles
A sock hop, sponsored by the tomorrow and Saturday nights. to learn, will be sung by Yvonne
SJS Newman club has been sched- ’rickets are on sale in the Concert Tomasena. James Paris has been
uled for tomorrow from 8:30 to 1 Hall box office at 75 cents for cast. as Sam Polk. Robert Watera.m, in the Newman hall, 79 S. students and $1.25 for general bury will sing the role iif Olin
Blitch with James MacDonald as
admission.
Fifth st.
For the first time the Junior Little Bat McLean.
Admission to the dance is 25
The elders, their wives and the
cents for Newman members and Guild of the San Jose Symphony
Women’s auxiliary is sponsoring townspeople will be portrayed by
50 cents for non-members.
students in the Opera Workshop.
"Susannah" is the story of a
high spirited, beautiful young girl
who is the victim of gossip in a
small rural community. The opera
CLASSES
Or EX.% II,
T1
is based upon the Biblical story
Thursdits
of Sustrinah and the Elders as
9:30 Group II classes
7:30-9:50 a.m.
Jan. 25
told in the Apocrypha
9:30 Group I classes
10-12:20 p.m. .
Mitch, as a visiting rdergrnan.
all English A and It classes tells the town elders he is going
1-3:20 p.m.
41:30 Group II classes
3:30-5:50 pm.
to save Susannah’s soul, however,
7 p.m. Thursday classes
7-0:20 p.m.
he is weakened hy her charms.
Assistant director is Jess RusFriday
sell; dance director.
Nfargaret
10:30 Group I
7:30-3:50 a.m.
Jan. 26
03:01sessalc
Lauder; crew chief. Marion OstGroup II classes
10-12:20 p.m.
ler: stage manager. tack Lindsay:
12:30 Group 11 classes
1-3:20 p.m.
costumes. Sharon Wright, Ruth
12:30 Group 1 classes
3:30-5:50 p.m.
Williamson: lighting, Yitet-Choy
Monday
Ng and scenery. James Heiner.
11:30 Group II classes
7:30-9:50 a.m.
Jan, 29
Piano accompaniment will he
11:30 Group I Massie
10-12:20 p.m.
provided by Marily Beebe and
3:30 Group I classes
1-3:20 p.m.
Joan Stubbe, with Martin Smith
3:30 Group 11 classes
3:30-5:50 p.m.
on the violin.
7 p.m. Monday classes
7-9:20 p.m.
The Opera Workshop productions are presented by and for
Tuesday
7:30 a.m. Group I classes students. Dr. Thinning explained.
7:30-9:50 a.m.
Jan. 30
7:30 a.m. Group II classes Students are involved in all areas
10-12:20 p.m.
of the prodtwtion, from the on2:30 Group II classes
1-3:20 p.m.
stage performances to the back2:30 Group I classes
3:30-5:50 p.m.
stage technicalities.
7-9:20 p.m.
. 7 p.m. Tuesday classes

Sock Hop Friday

Final Examination Schedule

Today is tit,. last day (or st u dents interested in attending the
spring session of Spartacarnp to
sign up.
According to John Olsen, director of Spartacamp, there are a
few positions still open for women
and many openings for men in
Wednesday
this years 15th annual camp.
7:30-9:50 a.m.
II:30 Group 11 classes
Ian. 91
8:30 Group 1
10-12:20 p.m.
Signup booths, located in front
1-3:20 p.m.
1:30 Group I class.,
of the Spartan bookstore, library
1:30 Group II classes
3:30-5:511 p.m.
quad, cafeteria and inside the caf7-9:20 p.m.
7 p.m. Wednesday classes
eteria. will he open to take Sparta camp applications today.
Thursday
So far 175 SJS students have
Feb. I
special and make-up examinations
signed up for Spartacamp, an anGroup I classes meet daily:
mTW. NIWTh, MW. ME, WI’.
nual tradition at SJS. This year’s
Spartacamp will take place at M. W, F.
Asilomar on March 17 and 18.
Group It classes meet: TTh, T. Th, TW’Th, MITh, TThF, IITThF,
A $12 fee will be charged for MTVITh, TWThr.
Group 1 1::40 classes and all :5:30 classes nitll have their finals at
the round-trip transportation, food
the last regular meeting of the class.
and lodging while at the camp.

SJS Prof To Speak
On ’Arms Spending’
To Arms Sisatiling" will be discussed by Dr. Bud
R. Hutchinson, assistant professor
of economies, at 8 p.m, tonight at
the San Jose Peace Center. Porter
building. 57 E. Santa Clara st.
Dr. Hutchinson’s talk concludes
a series of 14,44 til’eS iii t hennoInuclear war and the psychology
of the cold ear. einitlid -Opera.
I lion Insanity."

--.111111111,
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

Fill

the members of the Spartan Daily staff, when they themselves
are not qualified to judge the
respective merits of journalism
ability, is an injustice to the
school and to the readers of the
Daily.
There is no logical reason for
a government to be a bind upon
the rights of a free press, even
when it is on the student level.
The Spartan Daily was not created to serve the personal and
nonsensical whims of demagogic student leaders such as the
ones who occupy positions on
our student council. Let us hope
that these people never again
rise to a position where they
may cause as much damage in
other areas as they have inflicted upon the Spartan Daily.
Let us also hope that sometime
in the very near future the power to choose the editor of the
Daily will be returned to responsible people who understand
journalistic principles and are
trained in the field.
Lloyd Griffin
ASH 14044
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Clandestine Tactics
In Appointment?

Suffrage Means Suffering
It has been said there will be a e,eman in the White House
before the turn of the century. Don’t ask me who said it. All I know
is that somebody did. Probably a woman.
Certainly the trend toward women in positions of leadership is
obvious. And speaking from a man’s point of view, it’s a little
frightening. It’s bad enough that women control most of our nation’s
capital. What’s more terrifying is how most wives nag their husbands and run their families with an iron fist. True, there is a
slight scent of perfume on the hand, but that only makes domination
a bit easier: a perfect example of benevolent despotism.
Women in America have made remarkable strides since 1920
when they were welcomed into the human race. Unfortunately,
what meant suffrage for women, means suffering for men.

vve

GbIE FLUNK ALREADY.

Carole Warren Will Star
In Civic Light Opera Show
;

Blonde Carole Warren, who
starred in the San Jose Civic
Light Opera’s productions of
"South Pacific," and "Damn
Yankees" last season, has been
cast as the female lead in the
company’s new show, "Broadway’s Best."
The show will be directed by
George Costa and, if accepted
by the State Department, will
tour Europe.
Also in the production is Robert Browning, who, along with
Miss Warren, is currently appearing in the Speech and
Drama department’s final production this semester, "The
Marriage of Mr. Mississippi."
The Civic Light Opera company will, in addition to "Broadway’s Best," produce another
show for the State Department
which will tour US, bases located in the West.
The second show will include
the talents of Sharon Cressio,

Mari Lyn Henry, Garry Safford,
and Gerald Proost.
Both shows will feature hits
from such Broadway hits as
"South Pacific," "Guys and
Dolls," "Music Man," "Bells
Are Ringing," "Carousel," and
"The Pajama Game." The shows
will be taped locally and then
sent to Washington, according
to Mr. Costa.

Pre -Reg Possible
For Music Classes
Students taking music classes
next semester may pre-register
by seeing individual instructors.
Dr. Hartley D. Snyder, head of
the Music department, said yesterday.
Pre - registration for Music
10AB, 4AB and 30 is being directed through the Music department office, he said.

ViNsTra

Cl

The Senational Folk Singers
from North Carolina

Randy Boone
Plus Walt Brown
(Stan Wilson opens Jan. 30)

up to 1/2 off on

REMARKABLE STRIDES
Consider the fact that, although Negroes were granted freedom
in 1863, there are no Negro Senators. Women, in less than half the
time, have put two of their members into the U. S. Senate M. C.
Smith, Maine; M. Newburger, Oregon). Mr. Eisenhower appointed
the first woman cabinet member (O. C. Hobby; yet we have never
had a Negro in that capacity.
Well, so what? Are women poorer administrators or lesser
legislators than men? Probably not, but they are better mothers,
housekeepers, cooks and. from a man’s point of view, lovers.
Although many career women make a big thing of cooking a
meal for their families once a week, cleaning house once a week
(on the maid’s day off), or whateveronce a weekthey are not
complete women. Inevitably, women who succeed in traditionally
non-feminine areas, lose their femininity.
THINK LIKE A MAN
In order for a woman to be successful in a man’s profession,
she must think like a man. When she is able to do this, she isat
besthalf a woman. She must be hard-hearted at the right time;
she must be a fighter. She must be intensely objective. And who
wants a girl friend who is hard-hearted, a fighter and objective?
Chances are that if she were objective, she would look for
another man.
In spite of what I have said, however, there is no danger that
women will take over the world. Oddly enough, it seems that women
are their own worst enemy. They vote against their own candidatespreferring some dashing specimen of the opposite sexin
droves.
Keep it up girls. You don’t want to be President anyway.

’Excitement Flows’
In the Green Room
By CHARLENE BRUCE
An air of excitement and anticipation flows like an electric
current through the small green
room as brightly costumed
thespians and harried directors
make last minute preparations
for "The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi."
During the performance, this
room’s soothing green walls enclose nervous actresses and actors waiting for their entrance
cues. Following the final curtain, performers meet to laud
their success or to collapse in
relaxed ecstasy, relieved of the
nervous strain of the evening.
Happy elations of success or
tears of failure are not new to
a "Green Room," since the actors’ room has been witnessing
backstage emotions and tensions
since first introduced to the
theater in the 18th century.
Now, the Green Room is a
traditional fixture in the theater. It is a place for production
casts to receive final instructions and to relax during and
after the performances.
A name familiar to all people
in the theater world, "Green
Room" is a term of unknown
origin. At SJS this room is occupied more than just during
performances.

It has come to be a general
gathering place for theatrical
personnel. Here they meet to
discuss plays, theories and acting techniques and philosophies
of life.
A feeling of closeness is generated in the Green Room. This
will long serve to keep its permanent place in theater tradition.
Members of the "Mississippi"
cast, "Volpone" cast and dramatics classes can be found conversing in the Green Room.
"Marriage of Mr. Mississippi"
will run tonight, Friday and
Saturday starting at 8:15 in the
College Theater. Tickets are on
sale in the College Theater box
office.
Members of this play’s cast
can be seen hurrying in and out
of the Green Room.
CITIZEN LOSES CASE
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
County legal officials Tuesday
refused to honor a citizen’s
cleaning bill to remove paint
from his clothing gathered from
a newly decorated fence railing.
The counsel ruled the fence
was not to be used as a self
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I.sittor:
Isn’t it strange how Brent
Davis could overlook the members of the Spartan Daily staff,
who through association and a
majority vote desire Jerry Carroll as editor, and who through
necessity must work with the
new editor?
Also strange are the seemingly
clandestine tactics such as secret votes and comparison of
likes in Miss Perklo’s appointment!
In view of the necessity for
complete editorial objectivity
I think it sad that the council
and its president have anything to do with this appointment at all.
Richard Longo
ASB 5557

’Selfish Motives’
Involved In Choice
Editor:
It is indeed a travesty when
for the second time in a year’s
span the would-be politicians of
our student government program have chosen the editor of
the Spartan Daily, not by a
measurement of ability, but for
the sole purpose of satisfying
their own selfish personal and
political motives.
To act against the wishes of
the Journalism department and

Speech Program
To Be Presented
In Studio Theater
A newly formed Speech Activity group, under the direction
of Howard Miller, assistant professor of speech, will present a
symposium at 3:30 p.m. today
in the Studio Theater.
This is the initial program
attempted by the group. Also
this is the first time the public
speaking section of the Speech
and Drama department has appeared in the studio hour.
According to Miller, the purpose of the program is to present the group’s activities to
audiences other than the classroom.
Today’s program is a test for
off campus appearances, Miller
said. The group will be open to
comment and criticism following
the presentation, Miller indicated.
The speech group hopes to
build for radio and television
programs and conduct symposiums at community’s request,
Miller revealed.
Today’s program is titled
"This Age of Anxiety." The following will speak: James Balzaretti, "This Age of Anxiety:’
Mrs. Margaret L. Forrester,
Allen G.
"T a r get Youth:"
Shore, "Political Mistrust:" Virginia Noonan, "Accidental Holocaust:" James P. Bargabus.
"Panic:" Wood Soanes, "Survival" and Jack C. Small, "Forward Strategy."

1415 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE
FARMER’S MARKET, SAN MATEO
1301 EL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE
1618 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
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’Harmless Outlet
For Power Complex’
Ii

it

II

is with a certain amount
of regret that I enter a dissertation concerning student government. My active interest in such
activity terminated with a resounding defeat in the contest
for erasure monitor of my third
grade class. From that time
hence I have looked upon such
bodies as a relatively harmless
outlet for those suffering from
some sort of power complex.
When, however, the participants in student government
choose to climb from the isolation of their own sandbox they
tend to hinder the activities of
others in the playground. Such
is the case in the recent dispute
regarding the selection of editor
of Spartan Daily for the upcoming semester. The Student Council has chosen to ignore the
recommendation, not only of the
staff, but of the head of the
Journalism department.
This action itself is questionable. But is is a more serious
matter that the persons most
qualified to make the decision
on this issue have no recourse
but to sit back and accept that
cirloice. The officers of the student body are elected by a
minute portion of that body and
seldom are qualified to render
decisions on matters in specialized areas.
Apparently, however, election
makes these students omniscient
for they are allowed to cower
twhind tin inviqihle shield of par-

GAY THEATER
400 South First
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525 Sutter St., corner Powell
San Francisco 2
ES 2-9132
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EVE AND THE HANDYMAN
and
SINS OF CASANOVA

You

SARATOGA THEATEll
14502 Big Basin WorSoratei

Banks:
Free 04

GENERAL DELLA ROVER!
and
RUE DE PARIS

emimmea

SPARTAN DRIVEN
South First at Alma

*:*
WID EBY( .)11.,4 BAETD 4P E0A’RCLLOHCANIN
* and
*
Also THE TRAP
*
*
*
*
TOWNE THEATER
*
1433 The Alameda
*
*
*
INVASION QUARTET
*
*
*
Elln’SDAUGNTII
: THE POACHad
i TROPICAIRE TWIN-EIJI
*
DRIVE-IN THEATER
:
1969 Alum Rock Ames
*
*
t.ORTH SCREEN
*
*
SPLENDOR IN THE GRAB
*
*
and FROM THE TERRAO
*
*
Also PARTY CRASHERS
*
:
SOUTH SCREEN
*
THE TRUTH
*
*
and FROM THE TERRACE
*
*
Also PARTY CRASHERS
*
*
*******intrirk ***** infril

Now For Your Convenience

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE OFFERS

ONE STOP SERVICE
Shoe Repair, Dry Cleaning, Latmdry, Wash and Fluff INS
FInkhed Laundry, Shag Rugs, Spreads, Blanket,

SHOE REPAIR SPECIAL

$398

Half Soles and Heels
SAN JOSI

Spartqnclity

,

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

thesess:

402 So. THIRD

GRACE BALL

_
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WE BUY
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GET TOP PRICES at
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On 4th - Across from
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JAN tt)NsTANTINO
friends have
"Most of my
me to
stopped calling me to ask
de things with them because
I Just
they know I’ll tell them
time."
daft have the
Davis, sophoSo relates Anne
more nursing major, and a very

.tu. Ii.is it iiit.thlx,r
San tan Spears, sophomore Women’s
honorary organization, secretary
of the Student Nurse’s association and Spartacamp counselor,
as well as song leader and newly
elected president of Gamma Phi
Beta sorority.

basY
most numShe is aware that
consider
tag majors don’t even
campus activities because the
be just too
extra load would
much for them.
However, she’s up evely day of
6 a.m. for 7:30
the week by
days a week
claSOt, and two
7:30.
she’s in the hospital by
sophois
Anne
addition,
In
Student
more representative to
Council, and has just been appointed corresponding secretary
makes
of it. This automatically
her chairman of the communicalions committee of student court61, and a member of the finance
committee.
Naturally, all of these meetings are held at different times,
but this isn’t the end of her
activities.
OUR PRICES ARE
LOW PRICES
Come to

Do all these activities present
a problem to her studies?

ay

EIN

FIRST STREET
REXALL DRUGS
Nert to Woolworth’s
35 So, First St.

Your Beauty Needs
Headquarters
Senkameocard
Free Del;eerv

First Nati Charge
CY 2-8081

Anne’s grade point last semester was a 3.8.

Anne admits that she doesn’t
have much time left for personal
pleasure, but she is convinced
that her studies and her activities are both important.
"You’ve got to make up your
mind what’s most important,
and when you decide that you
believe in something, you’ve got
to take the good with the bad."

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mechanics
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed WorkPlus Real Savings
Pa.ti a*dirabie Sunday 4 Fenings
OPEN 7 AM to 7 P.M.locl. Saturdays
HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Owner, Marvin Hoffee
St.. I 131k W of Col,man Bet. Hodding & Freeway. San Jose

CY 3-2961
s72

Main Direction of My Life’
Creed Followed by SJS Artist

"Yes," says Anne. "I’ve never
known another nursing major
to be in activities. It takes time
at the hospital, and there’s so
much reading. Nursing is something you become devoted to."
Anne designates a special time
for studies, and then "studies in
the most concentrated way. I
try to pick a study spot wheis
I can get the most accomplished
in the time I have."

When asked why she had gone
into activities, Anne replied.
"You just can’t get wrapped up
in one thing. Activities help you
to become a well-rounded person." However, she admitted
that sometimes she gets pretty
frustrated because she feels like
a "jack-of-all-trades and master
of none."

MEN’S
FLORSHEIM

SHOES
Stock up now on famous FLORSHE1M
substantial savings!
SHOES
and enjoy
Every pair is from our regular stock
plenty of sizes . . . but not in every style
... BETTER HURRY IN’

$1

LIVE SNOW of Gerald Pfaffl’s graduate art student, painting
"Brightness" is an example of his efforts to make nature intense
and to live through the use of color, texture and form.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Spartaeanip,
sign - ups for
camp today and tomorrow, in
front of Spartan bookstore, Library quad, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.; inside cafeteria, 5-7 p.m.
Spartacamp counselors will man
booths.
Survey of Music Literature,
Concert hall, 11:30 am.
Opera workshop, Concert hall,
8:15 p.m.
College play, "The Marriage
of Mr. Mississippi," College Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Thursday Forum, speaker: Michael Kay, assistant professor of
history, Roger Williams house,
156 S. 10th at., 12:30 p.m.
AIEE-IRE, officer and committee meeting, 1301, 12:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates American
Chemical society, meeting, S216,
1:30 p.m.
Social affai r a comniittee,
"Cafe Capers," snack bar of
cafeteria, 2-3 p.m.
31I’N, meeting, College Union. 7:15 p.m.
Students Against Communism.
speaker: Donald Cornish, former member of Democratic central committee of Santa Clara
county, 1958-60, "Let’s Recapture the Democratic Party,"
cafeteria rooms A and 13, 3:30
p.m.
Newman club. sign-ups for
Feb. 5-7 ski trip to Squaw Valley via Sierra snow tours, Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth at.; by bus,
$25 for members, $30 for nonmembers; by private car, $14
for members, $19 for non-members.
Flying Twenty, Ina, speaker:
Warren Jackson, S.JS student,
"Icing Problems," E118, 7 p.m.
Alpha Eta Sigma, elections of
spring semester officers. cafeteria rooms A and B. 7:30 p.m.

tiNioltROW
Newman einh, "Sock Hop,"
Newman hall. 79 S. Fifth st..
8:30 p.m., admission: 50 cents
for non-members. 25 cents for
members; sign-ups for Squaw
Valley trip, all day.
Spartaeamp, last day for signups.
International Student organization, social. International Student center, 285 S. Market St.,
8 p.m.
Friday Flicks, "Cimarron,"
Morris Dailey auditorium, 7:30
p.m.
Folksong club, business meeting, song swap, group singing
and refreshments; ING21, 7:30
p.m.
Wrestling, S.ISC vs. Cal Poly
(San Luis Obispo) at. San Jose,
7:30 pm.
Audubon semen tour. Morris
Dailey auditorium. 8 p.m.
Opera workshop, Concert hall,
R:15 p.m.
radba, ida,. "The Marriage
mid."

’Keep Wa!k;ng’
When In Freezer
BORGER. TeN.

I. ’Ii

Ii yoli

ever get trapped in a big freezer,
keep walking around. WarM
your hands on the light bulb, and
count things to pass the time.
That is how 16-year-old Sandra Posey saved her life Tuesday.
She was trapped by a thief in
a freezer in a restaurant. She
was almost frozen when rescued
seven hours later, but is recovering at a hospital.
Sandra said she walked around
in the fieezer. put her hands
around a light bulb to warm
hem, a nd rou n ed limes.
"There are 598 limes in that.
freezer," she said.

90

i to
real 01 I
its I tints tit.Anist,s
.ibrate
show that sun arid slam are vi"When I was four years old, I himself.
brant, dramatie and alive: that
In his attempt to make the
picked up a pencil and started
snow doesn’t just lie on the
still come alive Lunt be dramatic
drawing. I just never put it
ground but moves.
without being sentimental. Pfaff’
down," said Gerald W. Pfaffl,
experiments with color, texture
graduate art student.
Pfaff! has reached a "high
and form.
And he hasn’t been Just doodlevel of gladuale achievement,"
An emotional or "intelleetual
ling either.
aceordine to Warren W. Faus.
involvement with your subject"
Following what he calls the
head of the art department. "His
is necessary or you would be just
"main direction of my life."
spontaneous response to the vispainting. believes Pfaff’.
Pfaffl has studied, worked, and
ual Is the result of growth. disdeveloped into a versatile and
"My paintings lesemble my
cipline and maturity - it isn’t
ehildren," he said. "1 divorce
dynamic au t ist.
something that just occurs."
them after a while. I always reNow at the end of his formal
During his studying at SJS.
edneation. Pfaff! has just commain in the present."
Nall has worked largely under
Pfaff’ hopes to teach art in a
pleted his master’s thesis, "ExFred R. Spratt, assistant procollege and or become a profesperimental Approach to Paintfess, of art. rind Robert Collins,
sional artist after he receives
ing." The six paintings, five
:ate
his masters.
drawings and two woodcuts from
"Art to me is a full-time ochis thesis are being displayed
cupation. not just a hobby oi
in the I.ittle Gallery, A114 unFAIRGROUNDS
pastime," he said. He admitteo
til Jan. 26.
FAIRWAYS
his interest in versatility is from
The young, bearded artist from
both a fine atts and a commerWisconsin says he wants to folGolf Course
cial standpoint.
low through the theme of his
An example of Pfaffl’s work
thesis.
is an oil painting entitled
"I’m interested in versatility
"Brightness." It is an abstract
. . . IM still young. I have time
reproduction of the natural eleto experiment," Pfaffl explains.
ments of sun and snow which he
Evidence of this is seen in his
FOR GREEN FEES
recreated from his imaginatka,
use of "style," as such. Whether
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
and
past
experience
of
or
WisconPlain paints in a realistic
0TH & TIRO’ ROAD
sin’s snowy ,, interan impressionistic style depends
\MEW
upon the subject and "what I
want to say about it."
Pfaffl has achieved further
versatility by branching out
from painting to drawing and
AGES 18- 25
woodcutting. The former art editor of Reed, college litmary magNo Selling
azine, began making wood cuts
for
Tung
men 18-25 in the customer relations field. No
is
a
limited
otter
yo
last year because he was "in- IBhis
needed. We train you. Full and part-time employment on a perms
trigued with the medium."
nent basis with a GUARANTEED INCOME for those who quality. This is a national
Aside front his still lifes, I1firm requiring preview interviewers for the new edition of the Encyclopedia
otarutica. Apply Saturdays 10:30 a M -2’30 p.m and weekdays 10-30 a.m. to
Pfaffl works from imagination.
1.00 p.m. 510 N. 1st St.. Room 225 oi call Mt. Ryan or Mr. Fry at CY 4.9764
"I start with a vague impression," he said. "During the act of
painting, the idea structures it
self. It grows. The idea is complete only when the painting is."
Landscapes are the favorite
subjects of this artist, who attended the University of Wisconsin before coming Si) San
Jose in 1957. He also does figure drawings and occasional still
life’s.
Nature, to Haiti, is alive and
moving.
"I try to paint this movement, to take the inert and
make it vibrant," he said, with

SO’

Help Wanted!

.01

’Volpone’ To Open
Monday At 8:15 p.m.
Ben Jonson’s comic- masterpiece, "Volpone," will be presented by the speech and drama
department Jan. 22 and 23 at
8:15 p.m. in the Studio Theater.
Richard Parks has been east
in the major role of Volpone;
Robert Sherman, Mosca; Ed Buchanan, Voltore; Dennis Fimple,
Corbaccio; Reginald Maloney.
Corvino; Mace Perorta, Bonario,
Sharon King, Celia. Others in
the cast. Include Karen Taylor,
Donald Funk, Andre Neu and
Charles Drew,
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of di ama. vs ill
direct the production. Arlon shin is 50 rents and tiekets may
he purchased at the door.
-----

of
ARTIST MATERIALS
Beginning 8:30 a.m. Thursday

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
131 F.

eawrirs
DESIGNER
FASHION
SHOES

Not mere "discounts’. hut true savings on Nationally known
brands you know ... Prices have been further
reduced id Bloom’s twice-yearly sale.

STYLE
SHOES

WALKABLE
FASHION
SHOES
.\

\\

CASUAL
SHOES
& FLATS

790 to 1190
WERE 10.95 TO 16.95
Terrific reductions on sport or dress
styles . . . you’ll want several pairs’

1311_CCA’S
STORE FOR MEN

71 SOUTH FIRST

STREET

Downtown San Jose
abut 1324 Lincoln Are

, 11 Mute. Glen

an Fernando

have you heard?

VALUES TO 26.95

CROSBY SQUARE
BLOOM’S
WINTHROP

SIPARTN DAILY

Titiirvto, Jannarv 19 19E2

Campus Activities -Nursing
Fill Up Coed’s Schedule

,

1

REDUCED
Alligator and Lizagator
shoes and handbags

Andrcw
DeU:o Deb’.
Fkref,,-,i
won 199S to 20.13

12".19"
Loos tu the fact, -for 95 sears we’,e
offered real qualitv
shoe valuesand ex
perienced fitting -discover for yourself;
"8loom’s is the best
place to buy shoe’,"
and especially dorici
our twice yearly Salo

Red Cross Shoes
Florsheim
Selby Arch
Preserver;
were 13 99 In 199’.

;88

G88
s

Fiancee’
Miss B
Amano arid Mez7,,
were 13.95 to 10.05

6" 1488

Capezio
Cobbtes
Musketeers
were 1.95.. 1395

4" 9"

sorry, no returns, no exchanges, no approvals

331_1001\/196
135 SOUTH FIRST

DOWNTOWN

VALLEY PAIR

1324 LINCOLN

30 day charg,
6 month charge
Bankaiechcard
1st National Chare,

VENUE

Aiwa

WILLOW GLEN

4
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1.:nuata.
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Frosh Coed Tells Experiences
Of Journey to Soviet Russia

Twist Craze Librarian CIaims

Wildlife Photographer Scott Side Steps All State Colleges
Will Narrate ’Pika Country’ Dance Club In Need of Books

1..m.rson Saitt, naturauat and
-wildlife photographer, will narrate
the film "Pilot Country" tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The program, co-Fporaiored by
the colleae and the Santa Clara
Valley Audubon society, is open to
the public. General admission is 90
cents; students 50 rents.
Pika 0:tinny. so-called because
of the furry little rabbit -like pika
which inhabit the territory. Ls the
area of the U.S. horn central California northward to the Canadian

MAKE A
DATE FOR
BOWLING

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CV

4-2810

uorder and tosa centrai
westward to the Pacific ocean.
The film features it tour
horseback through the San Juan
mountains of southwestern Colorado, often called the "Switzerland of America."
Shots of the Continental Divide
peaks, rock slides, ghost too rts.
abandoned mine tunnels, and weasels, grizzly bears and other animals including pika ale featured
in the film presentation.

Portions of the movie filmed at
the back country of Glacier National park feature rainbow -layered stone walls which chronicle
the geology of millions of years.
The film catches the nesting
ptarmigan in its natural environment. The camera follows the day old chicks through water and
grass. over snow, ice and rocks.
recording their daily activities.
The purse of the color motion,
picture shot and presented by him,
;iccording to Scott. is to further
the conservation of animals and
birds and the preservation of nature’s wild beauty.
Scott, who has been engaged in
traveling, photographing and lecturing for a number of years, is
it member of the Adventurers’ club:
at Chicago, the International Platform association and the Phons-:

ABSOLI.TELY THE
LOWEST DRY CLEANING
PRICES IN SAN JOSE
8
10
4
50

SLACKS
SKIRTS
(:%R COATS
NECKTIES

’2

or Any Combination up to it tbs.

PRESSING WHILE ’YOU WAITCLEANED IN 43 at iNtTEa

R-IF NORGE COIN-OPERATED DRY CLEAN
Between lOth & 11th on E. San Carlos
-in the heart of the Ming groups"

I:.

I 0

tilltEBE
8)
"Faen if they had anti-American posters in the towns, the
people were very interested in
meeting us and finding out for
themselves what we are really
like. We had as many as 200
people gathered around us, asking questions especially when we
wore our berrnudas." Marsha
Koerper, San Jose State freshman,
could not tell enough of her experiences in Soviet Russia.
Marsha was one of the 36 American representatives who were
chosen last summer by the Northern California YMCA as ambassadors of good will. The main purpose of this trip was to get a deeper understanding of the Russian
way of life.
ABLE TO MEET PEOPLE
"We were able to meet the
people. and were able to gain
understandinc which is needed

1/4.1.
Its 1/1-14N1..
"All California state colleges are
below the national average in size
of book volume per student, and
that is a very bad situation." emphasized Miss Joyce Backus, head
librarian.

CHAMBERS

-"Asist.- which has been
sweeping the nation with its spinewrenching gyrations, has not
dauntai the small but dedicated
f;rtIll II of Balkan folk dancers at
"In recent years the state has
adopted a formula that has been
SJS.
very generous in comparison to
Members of the Balkan dance
prey latal years, and it is helping
club. Balkan Alliance, continue to
as raise the number of hooks."
dance the Kilo and other Slasie
added Miss Backus.
and Near Eastern folk dances deNow every year San Jose State
spite the recent twist craze, accord- and the other state colleges are
ing to Di. John Britz. associate
Professor of English and dance instructor for the club.
The

"Once a ierson becomes captivated with folk dancing," said Dr.
Blitz, "it takes more than a mere
twist to lure him away.... A person becomes dedicated."
Dr. Britz’ interest in folk dancing began in 1947 with the Amerit.,
can square dance. He took up:
Balkan dancing in 1957, the same
year he became a faculty member
SJS.
Balkan dances differ from
square dances in that there are
usually no set formations in Slavic dances, Dr. Britz explained.
Slavic and Near Eastern dances
usually begin in a line or circle
and end in a spiral circle. The footwork is intricate and the rhythm
offbeat, he said.
"It takes patience and perseverance to learn this type of folk
dancing." Dr. Blitz stated.
The next Kolo party at SJS is
March 9. Dancing classes will continue in February after semester
k

Ed. Majors
Must Have

Clearances
Elementary education majors
having 75 or more units at the
completion of the current semester must have speech clearance
and a health examination in order
to enroll in restricted education
court es, according to Kenneth!
Johnston, assistant professor ofl
elementary education.
The restricted courses include::
Education 104, Education 105, and
Education 112.
Those who have not made at’.
rangements for clearance may ma
be able to complete their degr,:
requirements on schedule.
Speech clearance appointment’
may be made in SD215 from 1 I..
4 p.m. throughout next week.
Pre-advisement and pre-regis
liation for juniors, seniors an,
past graduate credential candidates, now in attendance, will lie
held from Jan. 17 through Jan
23. All elementary education majors must register during 1h: time, stated Professor Johnston.
Sign-up sheets for all elementary education courses will
available in TH49 from 1 to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Pre-registration cards may is obtained from the students’ corm’ selors Tuesday, Jan. 16, Profess..
Johnston said.

MISS JOYCE BACKUS
. . colleges need books
allowed 12.000 books at $6 per
volume for 5000 full time students,
and one volume per person for
every student over 5000.

"It’s interesting to look back
and see how our library has
grown." Miss Backus reminisced.
Back in 1880 a brick library was
New York P.D. Gets built ill the location of the quad.
It had a grand total of 2000 books.
’Cozy Coed’ Wagons The
total had jumped to 7000
.i..W YORK :UPI - The police when the "bricks came tumbling
nartment yesterday unveiled its down" in the 1906 earthquake.
new cozy coed patrol wagons.
"The librarian at that time was
The new paddy wagons are cozy Ruth Royce, the woman for whom
heeaUSe they have solid doors in- Royce Hall arts named," recalled
stead of a wire gate, and coed be- Miss Backus.
cause they contain separate comThe present reserve book room
partments for male and female began
serving as a library in 1911.
1:risoners.
and by 1941 the 70.000 SJS volumes had spr cad to the second
floor of the South Wing.
In 1956 the center wing of the
library %as added, and now part
of the 208.000 books are shelved
in the new North Wing.
"Our enrollment has grown
much more rapidly than our library." explained Miss Back’
"We have almost doubled thi
number of books in the last 10
years, but this growth still isn’’
as rapid as it should he." she concluded.

Probable Success
Of Grads Studied

’WC

Home-Ec Begins

air

Pre-Registration

CI
I-L.J

Pre-registration schedule for all
"lasses within the Department of
Home Economics for the spring
semester will begin at 1 p.m. Ia.’
morrow. announces Miss Gladys A.
Baird, assistant professor of homel
economics.
The schedule is as follows: tomorrow, H1, 1-4 p.m.; Monday,
, 1112. 8-10 a.m., 10:30-12 a.m. and
1-2 p.m.; Tuesday. H12, 1-3 p.m.:
Wednesday. Jan. 24, 1112, 12:301 p.m.; Jan. 25, HI, 8-12 a.m., 1-4
p.m.; Jan. 26. Ill, 8-12 a.m.; and
Jan. 29. HI, 8-12 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.
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The possibility of nredivi ing I11,
probable executive success for Cu]
lege graduates is being undertaken
and studied by Dr. Albert Porte:
SJS associate professor of bus: nest.
This research is only availabl:
for majors in engineering or any
area of business except secretarial
or business education, according to
Dr. Porter.
Research questionnaires will he
given to February graduates.
"These are very quick -completion
forms measuring a few items
which past research indicates will
likely have statistical association
with later achieved executive success," Dr. Porter stated.
These forms should be picked up
at TH116 as soon as possible. Dr.
Miner stressed.

by English speak:lig
the \Aurld:
tor future peace
who asked for AMA.,
-he explained.
Only three weeks of the three- After refusing, the grotto r
month trip were actually spent! were invited to a
inside Russia. According to Miss: they attended later
1.:uerix.r,
these were the most
At the gathering ti’
memorable weeks of all. Other: began to jitterbug
and t,
countries the group visited were: sIan haws followed
their
Iceland, Greenland, Scotland, However, they v,ere
soon
France. Holland, England, Den- by a dance instructot
mark, Sweden, Finland, Czechoslo- ened to call the police.
Cob,.
vakia, Austria, Italy. Switzerland. ly, the group lett
accomparau
Germany and Belgium.
their street acquaintaneN. It
Russia, however, was the main not long hetore
they noticed
tire
goal of the tour. They visited they were being
billossed. As a
many small Soviet towns unknown suit the Russians
left
their
tk,
and unheard of in the wrangle of American friends.
The%
Wit ics.
Id they were to he slr,
10.:STACRANT INCIDENT
, the American hotel
One night, in one of the larger jailed. One of them
cities, the group noticed two dif- !sire to escape: h,
ferent tables in a restaurant. One ;scared because 011e .,
table bore an American and had been caught ;old
another a Russian flag. The latter concentration camp
indicated that a Russian group . "There is no ill,
was also dining at the same time. tween LIS," Miss Noe During’ the first half of the din- had just as much I::
ner there was no communication boys as I would I% 111,
between the two parties; however, lean boy. How can
as the dinner progressed, the ice , mistrust the wow:
between them seemed to melt. The of us have made
American girls were attracted to
The coed bell:
the handsome Russian boys.
cannot approach the
Miss Koerper, a member of Chi ernment. we should
Omega sorority, described the din- people and practi,
ner affair as a typical Greek ex- Field Service si
change. The only difference wasl walking together, 1.:,,
that this was an American YMCA1 and being t ogei
group and, as they later found I achieve peace
out, a Russian soccer team. The then."
friendliness grew and after din- ,
ner they had a dance. At the end
of the evening both sides had:
SAVE MONEY!!
made many friends.
On GAS and OIL
the,
However, not all the dances
were
group attended in Russia
SAHARA OIL CO.
successful. In Leningrad some
Second anti William
imip members were approached
-

t="
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PYGMALION
Show’s Happie ,t
Comedy
Special Student Rate $1.50
Fridays only 2 for 52.00
Friday & Saturday, 8:30 p.m.

pi! ellen lzurry to 9el
our clinneri at . . .

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE
(The Spartan rendezvous)

4’1,1

CHICKEN DINNER
$1.25
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
$1.49
CHEF’S SPECIAL STEAK I)I\II
$1.10

OPEN EVERY DAY
545 SOUTH SECON14 STRFET

’20,000.00
BRING THOSE USED BOOKS

wiaC

TO:

Lou
for
last
Jos
ber
last

136 W. SAN CARLOS
For Resowat:ons call
5-0888
CY 4-2247 CY
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(THAT SHOULD GET MOST OF YOU)
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NE)
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top P
1961.
The

Re
SJS
is

Brings You

NOTICE TO
BOOKOWNERS

ACC

Yc

The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE

C-D

SSW

MEI
Chi
List

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
AND GET MORE FOR THEM
I

Adimi-
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sports

FLOYD & SONNY

Yanks Best 1961 Team
The New
\PA" ytiltE tPl
York Yankees beat out the Green
Bay Packers by one percentage
point in a poll to determine the
lop professional sports team of
1961.
The Boston Celtics finished

third WO h I he Cincinnati Reds
fourth.
The poll of 45 of the nation’s
top sports editors and writers was
conducted by Ten At The Top Inc.,
an independent polling organization.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Ummm, it’s

HARRY EDWARDS
Replacing center Joe Braun in the
SJS basketball lineup for next season
is promising sophomore Harry Edwards, a 6’8" cager from East Si.
Louis, Ill. Edwards, the standout performer for the Spartan frosh team
last year, is a Sociology major at San
Jose State and was a Freshman member of the powerful SJS track team
last spring. Best of luck next year
Harry from . . . FOREMOST!

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

eelax irom
9ittal pre44upe
35c a Line
STUDENT RATI.s

DOWNTOWN BOK
375 %V. Santa Clara

You saw it in SEVENTEEN
. . . Now exclusively at
JEWELERS
72

CY 7-0920

SOUTH FIRST STREET

NI,

10

RAfgA T

GOLD

I 0113

-p

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

l99

CY 7-0920

Tickets on Sale

which compiled a 10-2 contemn...record and a 20-7 overall murk.
Bento is undoubtedly the big
man in the Loyola lineup. but
guard Jerry Grote tpeonounced
’Grotey’i was an all.WCAC choice
along with Bento last year.
Grote excels in court leadei ship
and is a great passer.
Loyola and Santa Clara will
meet on Friday, Feb. 9, in the civic
auditorium the same evening that
San Jose meets Pepperdine’s

Come See, You’ll Enjoy
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
IN SAN JOSE
Nobody, But Nobody
Con Make TAMALES
TACOS & ENCHILADAS
Like the Chefs at

EL MICHOACAN
say mich’o.can

DRIVE-IN
-C7rie 2)efiverv
Orders -to -Go
Special Dining Room
CY 5-9585
CL 1-997E.
2460 Alum Rock Ave

DAYSTROMMEATH

Crosby Links Tourney
Gets Underway Today
PEBBLE BEACH (UPI) - The
first round of the $50,000 Bing
Crosby National Pro-amateur golf
tournament, third stop on the rich
winter tour, gets under way today.
SJS golfer John Lots has been
invited to compete in the event.
Most of the players have been
here for two days testing out
the fairways and greens at Peb-

Owens Won’t
Talk Contract
Until May 1
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)R. C.
Owens, pass catching ace for San
Francisco, who played out his option this season, does not plan to
discuss a possible new contract
with the Forty Niners until May 1.
Owens is actually a free agent
now, and could sign with any football team he chooses. But he is
technically covered by his Forty
Niner option until that date.
He said Tuesday he did not want
to consider any new pact until
then.
One factor influencing his decision could be how he makes out
in the professional basketball
ranks. Owens has signed with the
Saints of the American Basketball
League and made his cage debut
Monday night, scoring two points.

thrilling 44-42 scramble. Dick Catlett tanked 15 points for the winners, while Sigma Chi’s Mark McManus also had 15.
In other fraternity action, the
Sig Eps downed Sigma Pi 54-38,
DSP topped Theta Xi 39-33 and
DU bombed Sigma Nu 86-24.
In A league activity, the Beachcombers dumped the Gridtrotters
47-27 behind Angelo Ross’ 17
points. Chon. Gallegos, Dave Bonillas and Mike Miller led the losers
with six apiece.

Me Beach, ( press Point and
Monterey count r:s club.
But many of them are working on their powers of concentrationan important added ingredient necessary to win this event.
The distractions, aside from the
weather, include deer on the fairways, seals in the adjoining waters, beautiful girls -- and the
world’s greatest comedians.
Bob Roshurg, the pudgy ex Stanford athlete now playing out
In the novice judo tournament
of Portland, Ore., is the defend- held last weekend at SJS, three of
ing champion. He is paired with San Jose’s judo competitors capTV western star Jim Garner. tured honors with one first place
At least he’s got a chance to and two third place finishes.
keep a straight face during the
Larry Nord won first place in
action.
the 180-pound division, while Jim
But consider some of the oth- Anderson and Roy Hickenlooper
ers. Jimmy Demaret draws his captured third places in their diviusual partner, Bob Hope. Gary sions.
Player, leading money-winner on
The Palo Alto Judo Club won
the tour last year, won’t get too first place, the Spartans took secmuch help from Tennessee Ernie ond spot in the tournament.
Ford, although the laughs may
The varsity judo team will see
boost his morale.
action this Sunday, Jan. 21 at
Ken Venturi could get some as- Sacramento state’s judo tournasistance from Dean Martin, if he ment.
can get the comedian-singer to go
After the semester break, the
into training. So far this has local judo team will compete in
proved an impossible task.
the state and west coast chamAll of these amateurs like to poinships and the AAU national
converse with the crowd, which championships.
often numbers well up in the
thousands for each foursome.
The Demaret-Hope, Player-Ford
foursome, for instance, probably
will attract more attention than
any other group, even it is is far
out of contention.

SJS Judo Squad
Nabs Second Spot

STEREO/HI-F! KITS
FOUND AT

Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CAR LOS

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

DUNLOP
TIRES

Dunlop tires are speedway proven.
Years of racing experience insure
a safe, smooth, ride for you.

CY 7-9111

rae S’ettace
10: SOUTH

maco

BARITEAU’S

Dry Cleaners and Launderers
318 So. 10th St.

PIZZA PARLOR

Sanitone Quality Cleaning

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER
("Across from Futuratna Bowl")

LOW LOW PRICES

WE’RE LOOKING FOR TALENT!

3 Weeks Only

COME THURSDAY
NIGHT - 7 P.M.

’Oil-- from Now-

MASTER JEWELER

Lions Pull Even With Spartans;
Beat Waves for 3-0 Record

PiKA, Theta Chi Win

GUITARISTS, BANJO PLAYERS,
SINGERS, QUARETS, PIANO PLAYERS,
DANCERS
ANY SKITS, ETC.

Oti 0.T

To Beat

Grapple Cal Poly Here Tomorrow
Hold Pacific AAU Tourney Saturday

SAY VIC

000EJ:1N CLASSICS SCAJLe I 11010 IN

Team

Loyola’s Lions must now be In the WCAC . . . along with
rated as the team to beat in the San Jose State..
West Coast Athletic conference, The Lions have now beaten UniThursday, January 18, 1962
SPARTAN DAILY
versity of San Francisco, Santa
5 after their 64-54 whipping of
Clara and Peppeidine, while San
Jose has defeated USF, St. Mary’s
and University of the Pacific.
The Spartans will clash with
Student tickets priced at 50
both the Waves and Lions on the
cents for the San Jew Stateweekend of Feb. 9 and 10 in San
Pepperdine and Loyola basket- Jose
civic auditorium.
ball games on Friday and SatThe Lions, paced by their big
urday. Feb. 9 and 10, will go
(6-M center Ed Bento, completed
on sale Monday in the student
Santa Clara’s disastrous trip to
affairs business office.
Los Angeles this past weeken ’
Both games will be played in Pepperdine had shocked the he
the San Jose civic auditorium. ily favored Broncos 63-44
night before. The following e.
San Jose State’s wrestlers trounced Stanford .25-3-intheir fir-St
perdine Tuesday night in Los An- fling Bento tossed in 23 point,
dual meet victory of the season Tuesday night at SJS.
pace his team to a 61-58 win.
geles.
The Spartans entertain Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo tomorrow
Loyola head coach John Arndt
night at 7:30 and will be host team for the Pacific Association AAU
The Lions are now holding
only lost one starter from last
Free-style Tournament which begins at noon Saturday.
onto a 3-0 record and first place
year’s WCAC eitampionship club
Bob Lopez pinned Stanford’s Lee Stephenson in the 137-1b.
class in a surprise development in the feature match of the night.
SJS Coach Hugh Mumby described Lopez’ performance as "very
impressive."
Mumby added that Ron Ruscigno also looked "very good" in
decisioning the Indians’ Steve Sears in a 177-lb. match.
PiKA and Theta Chi moved inThe Red Hoard out -defenses! the
Other winners for the Spartans were Warren King, 147 lbs., by to a tie for first place in the fraGobblers
22-19 in an A lea,
decision over John Edmunds; Cliff Olson, 157 lbs., by decision over ternity intramural league Tuesday,
clash, while the Rumrunners
.1 tin Kay; Jack Proctor, 167 lbs., by decision over Steve Meecham; while
Sigma Chi was being knockorge Hewitt, heavyweight, by decision over Duncan Ross, and Dave ed from the ranks of the unbeaten. trampled the International House
59-27 and the Ventura Rejects d,
Armstrong, 123 lbs., by forfeit.
PiKA trounced Lambda Chi 70- feated Alpha Phi
Omega 47-21 I
Stanford’s Dave lierasmiuhuk decisioned San Jose’s Frank Paoni
23 as Tom Graham and Howie B league games.
137-1b. match.
Leckie each netted 14 points. Tom
Mumby expects tough competition from Cal Poly, which he Bishop
led the losers with six.
it, scribes as "usually a strong team." Top grappler for Cal Poly is
Theta Chi coasted past SAE 47spencer Tamoto, a "very good" 147 pounder.
32. Tim Murphy had 10 points for
Other top competitors for Cal Poly are Frank Garcia, 137 lbs., the winners,
while Ed Grant taland Jim Root, 123 lbs., Mumby said.
lied 11 for SAE. PHU and Theta
Mumby said that the Spartans "have not reached peak condition Chi are now 3-0 on the season.
yet." He added, however, that they are "beginning to get where they
The Phi Sigs handed Sigma Chi
should be."
its first loss in four starts in a

Matmen Rout
Stanford Club

MEETING AT DINNER of boxing writers, World Heavyweight
Champion Floyd Patterson (right), shakes hands with Sonny
Liston who is expected to be his next opponent.

Loyola

STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILI A
SHOPPING CENTER at LAWRENCE
STATION ROAD
Open Daily 4 P.M. ’f0 2 A.M.
Across from Futureme Bowl
AX 6.2837

SPECIAL
Ladies’ Sweaters. .
Ladies’ Skirts
Men’s Pants

. 490 ea.
49 e ea.
49e ea.

(Pleated Skirts Extra)

Dress Shirts

4 for 99’

(Sport Shirts and Popover Shirts Additional)
NO Student Body Card Necessary!

Innuary 18 19412
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Favorable ’Wilder’ Review
Leads Prof to New Study
1938 for "Our Town." Although
By GERALD saittsiir
Favorable review of -Thornton i Dr. Burbank admits Wilder is
Wilder." a critical study written "generally out of the mainstream
by Dr. Rex Burbank, has led the , of write’s, he is one of our most
8.15 assistant English professor to poetic writers and a very careful
undertake two additional studies. craftsman." Dr. Burbank does not
The work, published last spring,’ rank him with Hemingway, Steinwas reissued in paperback form beck or O’Neill, however, since
last week. The hard -bound edition "his output has not been great."
The professor said he feels "sure
is available at the SJS library.
On basis of success of his first Wilder’s work will stand up as an
critical effort, the English pro- Unpottant contribution to literafessor said be has signed two con- ture."
stud ’’-’’ii
tracts to de
It
Sherwood Andeison and
Crane. He said that the An
son book "will probably be pub
fished some time after the hist
of next year."
The purpose of "Thornton Wilder." Professor Burbank explained
is to offer a reevaluation of WilBoth the men’s and the women’s
der, who has been "underestimat- I
ed" for the past 15 to 20 years. gyrimasiums will be used for the
"Critics feel the book may stall a operation of weekend Co-Rec Satreassessment of Wilder," he added. urday, according to Jim Pekkain.
Dr. Burbank does not place Wil- director.
The program, scheduled for
der among the greatest writers
but contends that he is "very com- 1:30-4:30 p.m., was expanded to
petent and deserves to he read." give students more space to play
Among Wilder ’s best works are badminton and basketball, he said.
Family Day will be featured
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey."
"Heaven’s My Destination," "The Saturday, and students may inIdes of March," and the play "Our vite their families to participate
in the various activities. The
Town."
Wilder has received the Pulitzer an omen’s gym will be utilized for
Prize twice, once in 1927 for "The badminton, ping pong, and coed
\ "I,
Bridge of San Luis Rey." and in olleyball. The volleyball acti
in the women’s gym is for coup’’,
only.
BIG AUTO INSURANCE
In the men’s gym. basketball, ,
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
chess and volleyball will be ofWomen and marries men over 21: $78
fered. Again, special activities
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
will be open to students. Swim(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
ming will be available in the
Single men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
heated pool from 1-4 p.m. and
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability;
trampoline from 1:30-3:30 p.m.
$5.000 Property Damage and $500
This will be the last weekend
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
Co-Rec program of the semester,
comparable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a year.
according to Pekkain, who urges
Call or write for full information to
students to "relax and enjoy these
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
recreational activities before finals
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & site).
begin."

To Kiss Or Not To Kiss . . .

CLOUD BIRTH

Unique College Disease Infiltrates
U.S. Schools; 400 Cases at St

Weekend Co-Rec
To Use Both Gyms
For Last Program ’

._

BIRTH OF A CUMULUS CLOUD is displayed
meteorology showcases purchased by San Jose
view in the Science building’s second floor. The
each worth $1200 new, but were purchased for
cases were built by W. P. Willetts.

Ell
nro ment Absorbs

Registration Speedup
By MANI I I. .1. ROBLES
Another sena ,Ier is coming. to
’s
a close at San Jose State anal
even money as to which etclit
students are dreading rn,,st fuiial
fi
examinations or regist
next semester.

The college’s registration !maltod has come under fire.from students time and again because ot
procedures they feel are timewasting and because students can’t
always get the classes they want.
Admissions Officer Dr. Ralph R.
Haircuts
from $2,00
Cummings and Registrar John
Montgomery said, in an interview
Permanent Waves
from $7.50
this week that the college is conShampoos &
from $2.50
stantly seeking ways to improve
Color Shampoo
registration, but the mounting enfrom $5.00
complete
rollment absorbs any speed-up
achieved. The fact is, San Jose
State has greatly improved enRemy I he* Parkin,
Air CeneIthseisa
rollment procedure, thanks to a
smoother functioning -staff and the
introduction of IBM cards. Ten
years ago, Dr. Cummings pointed
out, SJS had approximately onethird as many students as today,
but registration is still completed
price.
arding house contract, reduced
CLASSIFIED RATES:
in the same length of time.
with
kitchen
food
10th
St.
Good
h
25c a line first insertion
’STUDENTS CAUSE PROBLEM’
privileges. Call Rod, CV 3.57136.
20c a line succeeding insertions
Dr. Cummings and Montgomery
2 line minimum
App. brd, hse. contract-330 mo. 563
So. 10th St. Call Nancy Hargreaves.
TO PLACE AN AD:
CY 5.9931.
Cell at Student Affairs Office3 app, bid. hse, contracts. Newly decor.,
Room 16, Tower Hell, or
pool. Leaving school. Sharon or Maria
Send in Handy Order Blank
GY 5-9547.
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
Men’s ski boots, size It, and men’s ski
pan’s. CV 5-6401.
Per Salo
Reutals
54 Imperial Crown 8. r&h power brakes,
Need two male students to share two.
tows seat and steering. Automatic, bdrrn. unt. spring semester. CV 2-6933.
,c1 shape. Must sell. $395. 13eow
wn esale prire. CH 8-8411.
Girl’s approved housing. New apts. with
2 baths. 1. 2, & 3 roommates needed.
Bwtte I.ee app. apt. contraci, 351 SO CV 3-3526.
14. Roommates provided
, CV 5-1367.
Male students, rm & bd., excellent food.
Senior needed to manage. Rm. & bd.Approved boarding house -,,.act . $50 some working salary. Call CV 2.1278.
ay
r
79’.1.
.1
, Lg. private rm., male student, 21 yet
Contract for sale
r’
older. No smoker or drinker need apc
7
251 So. 14th St.

CY5-8333

1640 W. SAN CARLOS

CLASSIFIEDS

1954 XK

120 Jaguah.

’53 Yolks, very gd.
4 633 5-

,O

Room in girls’ app. brd. hse. 391 So. 5th
Call Joan, CV 5-7254,
0,14

-

in one of five
State, and on
showcases were
$40. The show-

said they realize many students
do spend a lot of time in registrat kin lines, due partly to a lack of
space fur registering and also
Iii the great numbers which have
to register. Other factors enter
into the long wait, however, and
most of them can be traced back
to the students themselves,
One of the main reasons for congestion in registration areas is
that students wait hours on cam pas for their turn to register, said
Montgomery. He pointed out that
students come long before their
time, not realizing that this causes
confusion and delay for their own
group as well as others. "A group
scheduled for 9 o’clock will show
up at 4 o’clock in the morning
causing themselves additional
waiting," said the registrar. "A
person could come ten minutes
before his scheduled time and
walk right through without even
waiting in line."

toeot
pre alent
the must
bseases treated by college health
services throughout the United
States is infectious mononucleosis
or "mono" as it Is commonly
known.
At the SJS health service approximately 400 cases are treated
by the service’s nine doctors. Statistics show the disease most often
attacks those persons of college
age. It is rarely found among high
school students or persons past
college age.
The cause of mononucleosis is
not known, but numerous labors’ tories throughout the Unit ed
’,fates are studying the illness.
’ ,111. thing which has been verified
that "mono" is usually spread
by kissing
MISLEADING SYMPTOMS
Initial symptoms of the disease
are a sudden sore throat, fever
and headache. The symptoms frequently cause students to believe
they have contacted a common
cold.
It is the after affect of these
symptoms, prolonged fatigue, that
prompts most students to consult
a doctor.

Folk Dances Set
For Greek Meet
A program of Greek folk dances will be presented by members
of the Modern Greek club Monday
at 7:30 p.m. at Concert hall. The
program will be open to the public.
John B. Delevoryas, associate
professor of music, was responsible for arranging music for piano
and a small orchestra for the program.
Dr. Emmanuel S. Hatzantonis,
assistant professor of foreign languages, is adviser of the student
organization.

mono" cannot 1
resence ot
verified until two or three weeks
after the initial symptoms. The
disease is detected through the
use of two blood tests.

The first shows a difference in
the distribution of two types of
white blood cells while the second,
and main test, detects the presRELATION SEEN
ence of heterophile anti-bodies
Dr. Sproul, who belaq,-..
Wells which combat disease) in
may be home relation
the blood.
bensiii
duration of the disease and
livrr
S
SF. . .
TEST POMYE
function prescribes a high
protein
Positive proof that a person has
and carbohydrate diet tor
students
the disease Is evident if the numwith "mono." This diet is
used in
ber of anti -bodies reaches 1 to treatment
of liver disorders and
480 or more. However, doctors say students
who have followed
it
the anti-bodies have no relation
have shown marked impoivernent,"
to the sevelity of the disease.
Dr. Sproul said,
Dr. William M. Sproul, a memThe health service is
conducting
ber of the SJS health service who a survey to see if a new
ViltuaRi.
Is studying the disease, has said, like drug, "Spartase,"
may help
"students with anti-body counts combat "mono’s" fatigue
synv.
of 1 to 30,000 have been able to toms. Health service
(lotion: reparticipate in physical activities port many students him.
’,raised
while some have had 1 to 960 the drug’s fatigue -fighting
qua’.
counts and been so tired they ities but no official
conclusion
could hardly move."
will be drawn until the suivey has
He added that no effective treat - been completed.

REFRESHMENTS 10c 910 p.m.
Live Entertainment for Dancing or Listening

Pre -Final
Fling!

Banjo
Band

Friday, 3 to 6 p.m.
$1.50 Admission
Dancing

Friday and
Saturday
9:30 to 1:30

12860 South
1st Street

1 mile south of
the fairgrounds

THE AWFUL -AWFUL

2 bedrm. (urn. OK for 4. $125. Apt. 6.
AustinHealey hardtop, wnite, excellent 620 So. 7th. CL 8.3374, CV 2-7489.
:
’-3.1905 ef.er 5 pm
Apts. suitable for 2, 3, or 4 men only.
App brd. hse contract. Cal’ Debby. Sw:mming pool. 686 So. 8th St, Mgr.,
3
2h
h. Must se,l, discount. apt. *19, CV 3-8864.
150cc motorcycle, like new. Inc; wind’
Help Woofed
CV 7-7437.
Wanted: Ambitious young man or won,
Poot
d
C0011. ’at-a-TrIs
bed ^" ’ an ’o work 5,6 hrs, per week. Earn up to
Si 50_00 per mom+ Co’: CV 4-9664 be App. ord. hse. coetr.o. 990 so. 5+ ’one. 6.7 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.7:00
daily errant Sat. Ask for Mie.
004 Mrre
r
’58 Be ,ke ley -.cc! scces
$250
A
2.4990 ’6.7 pm.).
.
cooker,
SIC.
$30 pro
3 3088

Union
Typing-Thesis
Cl’ 3-0200

Term Paoe

Treesportflea
1951 Sims& e, -e’ en+ condi- I Need ride daily from Morita Vista. Cal
60l’9
S.,e, AL 2.2879.

3.98
Ship’n Shore’
tucks the overshirt
Superb detailing lends a lovely feminine look to this easygoing fashion. 65% Dacron
polyester, 35% cotton. Fresh
white. 28 to 38.

App. apt. contract, 1 or 2 women. 351 Ride to Middle West sem. break. Pref..#9! CV 2-9833.
I ably Iowa. Call Sandra Rubel, CV 5-996’.
------ -Hair dryer, $6.50; Travelingrain $10.50 3 girls desire ride to LA, sew. bma
Carol
r 5 1906.
CY 5-9911. Ask for DeeDee or Penny.

earhttra .f
2116 smith Fir-.1 ’sheet

Garisch men’s ski boots,
9.
CY t4490. $38.50, never used.

42 South h’irr,t
San lust’

Sill

Approved boarding house ,,,,,froct-call
vtr CV 3.9753. 345 E Wdliarn.
’51 Ply. Sta, Wag, Best offer. Call CV 3rio.,3 .1. rt. 6, boa 42o. Lwraly Ave.

Need ride duly from Oakland, share
’,Tenses. Call Heather, EL 4.3562,
Perseeels
Will panty raiders please return bottoms
to my shorty nighty stolen from 4th St.
last Sat. night. CV 5.4365.
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"The Dean will see you now."
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . .. ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

Apartments for men. Swimming pool, rec.
I room phone, TV. Reservations now for
I spring semester. Manager. CV 2.3785.
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BASELESS COMPLAINTS
In regard to complaints of students not getting all the classes
they want, Montgomery sairrmost
, students appear to want all morning classes so they can have afternoons free for pleasure purposes,
particularly in the spring semester.
Ile does not believe this is due to
lack of classes but to people avoiding afternoon classes. Some departments are attempting to avoid
this by scheduling their more popular inst rue’ OrS for afternoon
classes,
Dr. Cummings and Montgomery
asserted that no changes are planned in the registration procedure
for next semester but a study
will be conducted in the spring
which may result in a revision
next fall. Some departments are
trying to alleviate the situation
by pre-programming their majors,
he men said, and if it proves sueissful, the practice could spread
,, the entire college.

oriel
and Her

Happy Hour Tonight!

Contract for pop. bre/. nouse. 117 No,. Nicely furn, room for students, 267 So.
A
Laurenson, CV
2+6. Cy 7.9691.

For sale,

Mt Ilt f 01 the 1.11h1.‘iail’ IS
known oth,
lel than a general health
build.up.
The most severe part of
the disease may run florn two
ta six
weeks generally followed
by a
valescent stage. llowever,
Sproul indicated he had
treatea
cases in which no
con..aleseent
stage was evident.
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Need More Money For
Sell Your
Books To

rCLOTHES
TRAVEL
SKI
PARTY
DATE
????

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
(You’ll get more money for them)
"Right On Campus"
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